
 
JOIN OUR MAILING LIST : 

  
 JOIN

 INTERN MATT'S LINKS OF THE 
WEEK 

 

 

fark.com 
something awful 
bash.org 
the onion 
the internet movie database 
rotten tomatoes 
wikipedia 
albino blacksheep 
homestar runner 
retro crush 
imockery 
youtube 
techtales.com 
am i right 

 

THE NEW STORE (FINALLY!!!) 
ropeadope nation rejoice - no more problems finding the ropeadope shirt, cd or 
accessory you want thanx to our brand new store. yes, it's true, after months of 
construction and destruction it's finally ready. so go on, don't be shy, just click 
here and start browsing. while you're there make sure to visit the new blue note 
section, the new record store and even the new old stuff like the respects 
series and the worldwide homegrown.

THE NEW STANDARD 
charlie hunter takes over nyc's fabled jazz standard with a 
run of shows starting tonight and running through sunday 
night. a rare chance to see the new trio in a fantastic 
venue. click here for details. click here to get 
copperopolis. click here to do nothing. 

BAD BRAINS 1982 
in 1982 bad brains did 3 nights at cbgb's. all 3 nights were 
filmed. the best footage from these 3 performances is coming 
out on dvd. apparently the footage has been unavailable to 
the public for years. the website has some excerpted footage 
(.wmv file) that looks really intense and amazing. listen to: 
bad brains "pay to cum" 

BEATS IN SPACE 
stay four steps ahead of the fake beat junkies by 
trading notes with tim sweeney's beats in space 
project. the dfa agent always had the best radio 
show in nyc (on wnyu) and now the rest of the 
world can enjoy as beats in spaces is now archived 
and ready for download. 

HAMID FROM IRAN 
hamid the director continues to send messages of 
peace along with some great musical tips via his 
many emails to me and words. here are three of 
his latest tips - tons of free downloads from iriver 
sweet new sounds from ali farka toure and 
tasteful treats from the smart sounds of songtone. 
email hamid about life in iran. 

AMERICAN IMMIGRANTS UNITE 
of course, if you're shopping at our new store, you were 
already blown away by the ropeadope fall line - 
american immigrant. just in time for the november 
elections you will be blown up and back down by the 
truths of abe, tio sam, the codetalkers and more. check 
it. 

 
 

 
PHOTO OF THE DAY 
 
the spirits are with us 
woodstock, ny - 9/6/06 
(danny goldberg) 
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ABE  
go to the store >>
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